Latin Scholarship Holiday Work, Michaelmas Term 2011
Revision
Grammar
Read through as much as you can of the scholarship grammar booklet. Try to learn
verb tenses of AMO and SUM (p2-3) and noun declensions 1-5 (p13-14). Remember
to make use of the grammar checklist at the back of the booklet. Tick those topics
you feel confident with and mark anything which you don’t understand so you can
ask me about it next term.
The CE vocab list (Levels 1-3)
Make sure you can remember all the words which you have learnt so far. We will be
starting scholarship style words next term so make the most of this opportunity to
consolidate your CE vocab knowledge. You might want to print off an advance copy
of the scholarship wordlist during the holiday. It is available on your Cyberlatin class
page.
Scholarship paper
Your priority for this break is to consolidate your grammar and vocab knowledge but I
have also provided a scholarship paper which you should attempt towards the end of
the holiday when you have done some revision. You can do it with or without
referring to notes but please let me know your decision on your answer paper.
Please take this opportunity to familiarise yourself with the format of your school’s
paper.
English to Latin sentences
I have also included some worksheets of English sentences to translate into Latin
Each sheet covers a different level of CE and scholarship so please complete the
sheets in the order I have given them to you otherwise it could get confusing!
Computers
Don’t forget to make use some of the activities on Cyberlatin in your revision. A
reminder of the address: www.cyberlatin.net.
All sheets and booklets are available from the website (except the scholarship
papers).
There are some excellent online exercises for practising many grammar points on the
Cambridge Latin website (books 3 and 4) You should also try the Open University
Interactive Latin website which is a very helpful way to practise verb, noun and
adjective endings. You can access both websites from the Cyberlatin home page.
I also recommend the Cambridge Latin vocab tester for Book III. This is an excellent
way to pick up new scholarship style vocab.

